
 

Memorandum 
TO:  Mayor Castner and Homer City Council  

FROM:  Katie Koester, City Manager 

DATE:  March 6, 2019 

SUBJECT: March 11 City Manager Report 

Hilcorp Exploration in the Inlet 
This summer you may notice a rather large ship stationed in the Inlet. Beginning in May, Hilcorp will be 
conducting exploration via contractor Polarcus, a marine seismic exploration company, approximately 30 
miles west of the Homer Spit. The attached map and white paper has additional information. Though the 
Polarcus may dock for a few days in Homer, it will spend most of its time in the Inlet and will be working 
with local providers to shuttle goods and people.  
 
ROW Clearing 
Since 2016, Public Works has made a conscious effort to be more proactive about clearing rights-of-way 
(ROW) since years of “vegetation creep” allowed alders and large spruce branches to impede the ROW. The 
goal of this effort was to have the ROW proactively surveyed and cleared when staff had the dedicated time 
to do so versus staff responding reactively to a ROW that unexpectedly impeded regular maintenance or 
posed a safety hazard. Being proactive with ROW maintenance is efficient and cost effective since work can 
be done when the crews have time and the conditions are ideal versus on an emergency basis. It also 
extends the life of the road and facilitates access to utilities in need of repair. Nevertheless, ROW clearing 
can be one of the things you as councilmembers hear about the most from your constituents as the impacts 
are close to home. There is no question the right of way has to be cleared-- the City has not only a right but 
an obligation to keep the right of way clear and well maintained, however I wanted to have a conversation 
with the Council about the best way to manage our resources while adequately maintaining City streets. 
Equally important is to be consistent with how we approach properties so Public Works knows the Council 
and City Administration has their back.  I am hoping to spend some time getting Council feedback and ideas 
during the Committee of the Whole meeting.  
 
Summary of Neighborhood Seawall Meeting 
On February 28th, Public Works Director Meyer and Councilmembers’ Smith and Aderhold joined me in 
hosting a discussion on the Seawall while listening to comments and suggestions made by the public. There 
were seven community members present, two of which joined telephonically. I am currently drafting a list 
of suggestions made at the meeting, which will be submitted to all the homeowners residing in the Ocean 
Drive Loop Service Area (ODLSA), a neighboring property owner interested in paying into the Seawall’s 
maintenance fund, and to Coastal Engineer Ronny McPherson. Mr. McPherson’s Anchorage-based firm HDR 
is typically hired by the Department of Transportation for its Homer-based projects, including coastal 
erosion issues. Mr. McPherson will then provide the City with a quote that reflects how much his firm’s 



coastal engineering analysis will cost; the analysis will take into consideration the suggestions we submit. I 
will then come before Council on March 26th to request authority to spend funds from the Seawall Revenue 
Accounts (City account 156-0369 and ODLSA residents’ mill rate deposits account 808-0375) to cover a 
coastal engineering analysis for the Seawall that addresses preventative measures and future next steps to 
extend the life of the wall. The majority of the community members were in favor of using the Seawall 
maintenance funds to cover this analysis. As of the end of 2018, the remaining fund balance for Seawall 
maintenance is around $90,000. 
 
Northern Enterprises Boat Yard Inc. Lease Postponed 
In my last City Manager’s report, I shared with Council that staff would come before Council on March 11th 
with a Northern Enterprises Boat Yard Inc. lease proposal for sixty square feet of City tidelands. This topic 
has been tentatively postponed to the March 26th City Council meeting but may be additionally delayed due 
to the applicants’ needs.  
 
Library Director Busy Applying for Grants 
Library Director Dixon has applied for a Tier 1 Rasmuson grant request with two parts: “collection 
enhancement” for books, DVDs, and Great Courses in CD and DVD formats ($9,550); and funding for 
construction of a locking storage case to house a collection of historical and rare Alaskana books ($3,000). 
 
The Collection Enhancement portion is to purchase new books in several targeted sections, including 
health and medicine; STEM/Maker topics for older teens and adults; art books with quality photos; updated 
travel guides; replacements for classics in poor condition; updated children’s book series on countries of 
the world; and bilingual/world languages books for children.  Media purchases will include Great Courses; 
adding and replacing popular DVD  classics; and DVDs on drug education and prevention. 
 
The locking, glass-front cabinet will allow us to move a collection of historical and rare Alaskana books out 
of the director’s office and into the main library, where patrons may utilize them in the library under 
controlled conditions. The collection contains items from the libraries of Toby Tyler, ???, and other local 
residents to the library over the years. These books are too valuable, or difficult to replace, or fragile to 
circulate in the regular collection. This grant request was submitted at the beginning of the month. The 
Rasmuson Foundation takes three to six months to decide on acceptance of the proposal. 
 
The Library has applied for the Rasmuson grant a couple of times in the recent past. However, there are 
grants that we apply for and receive every year. These include the Federal e-rate grant that covers 70% of 
bandwidth costs at the Library ($9,000) and a $7,000 State Public Library Assistance Grant for books.  
 
City Manager Out of the Office but Not Off Work 
I will be out of the office the week of March 18th attending the International City Manager Association West 
Coast Regional Conference. I am looking forward to the opportunity to be reenergized and inspired by from 
my West Coast colleagues. Please feel to contact me while I am away – I will be engaged with packet prep 
and other City business and should be 100% available by phone and email. 
 
SCBA Funding Request to Legislature  
The Kenai Peninsula Borough has submitted a request to the Legislature for the replacement of self-
contained breathing apparatus (SCBA) for Peninsula fire departments. This is in addition to the joint 
application to the Assistance to Fire Fighters Grant Program the City of Homer is participating in for the 
same equipment (Resolution 18-080). The Homer Volunteer Fire Department SCBA will be expiring in less 



than one year and we will have to find general fund dollars to replace the equipment if one of these grants is 
not successful. The City appreciates the Borough taking the lead for Peninsula departments; working 
together we have a stronger voice and it ensures the interoperability of our equipment when we need to 
engage in mutual aid. Though it is unlikely there will be much of a capital budget this year, this project hits 
all the marks of life safety, regional benefit, and is a high need item. The City should advocate for it with the 
Legislature if the opportunity becomes available.  
 
Update on 1% for the Art for Fire Hall 
Resolution 18-081 awarded a contract to Jeffery Dean of Creative Fire Studio for a steel engraving to mount 
on the Fire Hall. In the resolution, the Art Selection Committee directed the artist to work with members of 
the Homer Volunteer Fire Department and members of the selection committee on final design and 
placement. After much back and forth, the artist and Department settled on the attached design to be 
placed in Pocket Park by the Fire Hall. This piece, complete with a bench and landscaping, will bring 
attention to this lovely little space. See attached proposal for details. The City appreciates the patience and 
professionalism of the artist as we have worked to get the perfect piece to enhance our Fire Hall property. 
 
Tsunami Awareness Activities at the End of March – Plan to Participate!  
Special Projects Coordinator Jenny Carroll has been working with the Fire Department, community 
volunteer Wayne Aderhold and various community partners to help make citizens aware of Homer’s 
tsunami safe zone.  They’ve planned a variety of Tsunami Awareness events for the last week of March, 
which coincides with Alaska’s Tsunami Awareness Week. Activities include Facebook posts throughout the 
week promoting new emergency information materials on the City’s website; KBBI’s Coffee Table call in 
show at 10 am, Wednesday March 27th and a call in to Radio Realty, Thursday, March 28th; and a feature story 
in the Homer News. 
 
To culminate the week, on Saturday, March 30th, the City and Kachemak Bay Running Club will be co-
sponsoring the “Tsunami Blue Line Fun Run/Walk” event.   The 2.66-mile round trip course follows Homer’s 
tsunami safe zone, a 50’ blue line through Homer from the Homer Elks Lodge around Ben Walters and back.  
The attached white paper and flyer have more information. Please plan on participating in any way you can! 

 
 
 
Enc: 
-White paper and map from Hilcorp  
-Ordinance 16-51; back up memo 16-164 and City website page “Why Are You Cutting Down the Trees in 
Front of my Property” 
-January 14th City of Homer letter to DOT Commissioner RE: Drainage Issues in Baycrest Subdivision and 
DOT response dated February 25th 
-CAPSIS request for SCBA 
-Art Proposal for City of Homer – HVFD Pocket Park 
-“Tsunami Blue Line Fun Run/Walk” flyer and white paper  
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Memorandum ID: Memorandum ID: 

16-164

Memorandum Status: Memorandum Status: 

Backup

Related MeetingsRelated Meetings
City Council Regular Meeting - Mon 10/10/16
City Council Regular Meeting - Mon 10/24/16

Related Ordinances/ResolutionsRelated Ordinances/Resolutions
Ordinance 16-51 Enacting HCC Chapter 11.36, Vegetation in Rights-of-Way, Providing for the
Removal of Vegetation

Memorandum 16-164 Vegetation in Road Right-
of-Ways

DetailsDetails
Memorandum 16-164

 

To:                       Katie Koester, City Manager

From:                  Dan Gardner, PW Superintendent

Date:                   September 23, 2016

Subject:             Vegetation in Road Right-of-Ways

 

 

Overcast Home  Contact Us

https://www.cityofhomer-ak.gov/citycouncil/city-council-regular-meeting-129
https://www.cityofhomer-ak.gov/citycouncil/city-council-regular-meeting-128
https://www.cityofhomer-ak.gov/ordinance/ordinance-16-51-enacting-hcc-chapter-1136-vegetation-rights-way-providing-removal
https://www.cityofhomer-ak.gov/
https://www.cityofhomer-ak.gov/contact
https://www.cityofhomer-ak.gov/
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The city is charged with clearing vegetation within the right-of-way (ROW) in order to deal with
sight distance issues, maintain drainages, and to prevent damage to equipment.  Over the
years, ROW creep has occurred where branches from large spruce and alders have reached
into the ROW.  This can create problems where snow laden branches fall to a point where
snow removal equipment cannot operate without the cab being slapped by the branches. 
This is a safety matter and also a matter of protecting equipment.  Some of the ROW creep
prevents periodic ditching e�orts to maintain drainages due to alders growing into the
drainage ditch and backslope areas. 

 

As many of the alders have grown over the years to signi�cant heights, it is becoming
increasingly more hazardous to attempt to “trim” the sides of the alders vertically as the
heights often reach higher than our equipment can reach.  And, it’s not the safest operation
to be trimming vertically at those heights with the brush cutter.

 

It is our intention to begin the task of manually cutting vegetation to the limits of the ROW to
reclaim the ROW and then attempt to keep the vegetation mowed to ground elevation with
the brush cutter.  This will take years to accomplish as time permits.  The proposed vegetation
ordinance is intended to put existing standards and law into a city ordinance.  As we work
through areas where clearing will take place, reasonable e�orts will be made to notify
property owners of any trimming that will take place of branches on trees that are located on
private property where branches are encroaching into the ROW.  No work will take place on
private property unless approval is obtained from the property owner.

Return to Top

City of Homer (907) 235-8121

491 E. Pioneer Avenue Homer, AK 99603

Select Language  ▼

https://www.cityofhomer-ak.gov/
javascript:void(0)


Why Are You Cutting Down the Trees in Front of my Property? 

We understand that to some property owners, trees and vegetation growing in the right-of-way act as a 
visual buffer to their property. It is especially difficult to see trees removed when the aphides and 
beetles have killed so many healthy trees in our town.  

Public Work, over the last few years, has dedicated a portion of our summer to improving drainage 
along roads by re-establishing road side ditches. This work extends the life of roads, improves their level 
of service, and reduces long term maintenance costs. To complete ditch maintenance, vegetation along 
the road side is impacted.  

Road side ditches play an important role in collecting surface water from adjacent property and draining 
the road subgrade. Poor drainage contributes to saturated road gravel/subgrades which (especially 
during breakup) causes roads to become impassable. Good drainage reduces the severity and the length 
of time gravel roads suffer during thawing and wet conditions. Paved roads will deteriorate more quickly 
if underlying subgrade and gravel are allowed to become saturated.  

Unfortunately, trees in the right-of-way can and 
do block sight distances, interfere with snow 
plowing and storage. They also interfere with 
the maintenance and operation of drainage 
improvements, gas mains, telephone and power 
lines, and cable facilities. Street right-of way is 
intended to serve the public and provide access, 
drainage, and a corridor for aboveground and 
underground utilities. In most cases, trees in the 
right-of-way conflict with these public needs. 

In summary, the work described above is completed for the following reasons: 

 Maintain and improve drainage

 Provide for snow storage and the ability to “wing back” snow during heavy accumulations

 Maintain sight distances at driveways and intersection

 Allow for utility companies, including power, telephone, gas and cable TV facilities, to efficiently
operate and maintain their facilities

 Clear overhanging/protruding vegetation that interferes with the heavy maintenance equipment
and emergency vehicle response

It is probable that the lack of attention in the past to maintaining street right-of-way in the manner 
described above has contributed to the severity of the work some of the clearing being accomplished 
now. We hope that the community can understand and support our ongoing efforts to maintain street 
right-of-way for the benefit of the many users of our public rights-of-way.  

When significant clearing is anticipated, Public Works makes every effort to contact adjacent property 
owners about the work in their neighborhood and explain why the work is necessary. In this situation, 
we knock on doors and leave door hangers. At the property owner’s request, downed trees can be 
salvaged for firewood. All work is completed within street right-of-way. Surveyors are employed to 
locate property lines to make sure we are not excavating or clearing vegetation on private property. 





Commissioner John MacKinnon 
Alaska Department of Transportation and Public Facilities 
3132 Channel Dr #300 
Juneau, AK 99801-7898  

January 14, 2019 

RE: Drainage concerns in Baycrest Subdivision, Homer, Alaska 

Dear Commissioner MacKinnon, 

Congratulations on your appointment as Commissioner of the Alaska Department of Transportation and 
Public Facilities. Your experience building and maintaining the infrastructure of Alaska will be most 
valuable in this pivotal position.  

The City of Homer would like to bring to your attention what may seem like a small concern given the 
breadth of your responsibilities, but one that has the potential to be devastating. Properties in Baycrest 
subdivision in Homer, Alaska experience unusually high levels of soil saturation, runoff and erosion. This 
has caused lasting damage in at least 3 homes off of Judy Rebecca Court. The slope instability in this 
neighborhood threatens these homes and their occupants. Contributing significantly to the water 
saturation is an ADOT beehive that collects water from the Sterling Highway and discharges it unrestricted 
onto the properties below rather than into a natural drainage pattern.  

In January of 2018 the City of Homer passed Resolution 18-008 requesting the Alaska Department of 
Transportation and Public Facilities work to fix Sterling Highway Drainage that is Adversely Effecting 
Baycrest Subdivision. As a follow up, City of Homer Councilmembers met with Deputy Commissioner 
Holland in Juneau in February of 2018. ADOT has sent hydrologists twice to the area, but there has been no 
meaningful follow up to solve the problem. As a simple solution, the City has proposed ADOT divert the 
water coming from the beehive into a neighboring natural draining a short distance away.  

The City of Homer understands that slope instability in the Baycrest subdivision is likely due to a number of 
factors. To that end, the City is vigilant about maintaining ditches and culverts on the City roads in the 
subdivision. The Planning Commission is exploring a Natural Hazards Overlay District in the area and is 
working with the Alaska Division of Geological and Geophysical Surveys on LIDAR mapping to assess 
landslide risk. The City asks that ADOT do its part and address the runoff from the Sterling Highway that is 
exacerbating the slope stability issues in Baycrest subdivision. 

Thank you in advance for your time and attention. 

Sincerely, 



Ken Castner, Mayor  
Oh Behalf of Homer City Council 

Cc: Representative Sarah Vance 
       Senator Gary Stevens 

Enc: 
Map of Baycrest Subdivision showing beehive 
Estimate for culvert diverting beehive drainage 
Resolution 18-008 







Kenai Peninsula Borough
Areawide SCBA Replacement Project

On behalf of the municipal and volunteer fire departments, the borough respectfully requests $1,999,200 to replace 294
SCBA units that are no longer serviceable or able to be upgraded. This grant will supplement the high cost to have total 
interoperability among all municipal and volunteer fire departments with standardized SCBA inventories and compliance 
with NFPA / OSHA mandates. The borough will purchase and distribute the SCBA to all participating departments 
through memorandum of agreements to non-borough entities. The goal of this project is to lower the risk of inhalations 
hazards, hardening the safety and wellbeing of our firefighters with properly outfitted, reliable SCBA.  Additionally, 
purchasing SCBA units (consisting of a face mask, pack and two cylinders) will resolve the issue with the departments’ 
current inventories of 4500 PSI air cylinders that are past their serviceable life and can no longer be legally hydo-tested.

In 2013 the Alaska Fire Chiefs Association received a legislative appropriation for fire stations across Alaska to repair and 
upgrade SCBA models to the 2007 NFPA standards. However, the last useful upgrade was to the 2013 standard, which 
many stations have not met the 2013 standard due to costs. These aged SCBA continue to have problems with 
maintenance and serviceability that can no longer be addressed. Maintaining the mixed inventory of unserviceable 
cylinders, different versions of universal rescue connections (URC) or rapid intervention couplings (RIC), varying 
URC/RIC hose, pack frames and escape rope positions is not cost effective or safe for our firefighters.  We should not 
issue cobbled packs to firefighters with the potential to expose them to chemical or biological hazards and expect them to 
have confidence in the issued PPE. 

Aside from the municipalities of Homer, Kenai, Seward and Soldotna, our rural fire response zones do not have building 
plan requirements or construction codes, and fire code restrictions are nonexistent for single dwelling homes. Fire 
suppression is compounded by unpredictable construction techniques - where residents build houses with dilapidated 
materials, heat with fuel oil or propane tanks and stage fuels containers in/outside of structures.  Our firefighters respond 
to structure fires with no knowledge of what they will be exposed to while encountering taxing conditions that are capable 
of pushing the limits of their abilities. In closing, the standardization will achieve interoperability and enhance firefighter 
safety. By using standardized SCBA, firefighters will be more confident and proficient in their personal protective 
equipment, which in turn will support their capabilities to perform at a high-functioning response level for our civilians 
that need protection of life and property. Upon award notification, these funds will purchase the 2018 editions of NFPA 
1981 “Standard on Open-Circuit SCBA for Emergency Services” and NFPA 1982 “Standard on Personal Alert Safety 
Systems”; both standards provide for significant safety changes.

The 2017 borough population is 58,024; the fiscal savings to our residents by the State supplementing this project is 
approximately $35 per resident ($1,999,200 ÷ 58,024). The total project cost of $1,999,200 is a small investment versus 
losing a firefighter. (FEMA 2009 Benefit Cost Analysis calculates the value of $1.74 million per statistical human life.)
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City of Homer 
Attn. City Clerk’s Office
491 E. Pioneer Avenue 
Homer, Alaska 99603

Hello Robert, Renee and Art Committee,

Here is a new design for the Homer Vollunteer Fire Department Pocket Park. The working title is ‘Nor’Easter.’ 

The picture will be engraved on brass. Similar to my steel engravings, the different areas in the design will be 
ground and textured to suggest the form, movement and character of the subject. There may be subtle patination 
as well to create the desired effect.

‘Nor’Easter’ will be approximately 80” high x 72” wide x 1.75” deep. The 14 gauge brass sheet will be mounted on 
a cedar back board that also serves to frame the design.

It will be supported with a stand made from red cedar timbers. The 4” x 10” timber posts can anchored to the 
ground with steel post brackets secured in concrete.

I made the original sketch last year after spending a few days at a clients house on the coast in Massachusetts 
during a winter storm.

As with many of my designs, it is intended to be part of a small limited edition. The piece for the park will be the 
first and numbered 1/7. Additional pieces in the edition might be made in a variety of sizes and materials with 
each being an original and unique in it’s own right.

I envision this standing just behind the benches at the front of the park so as to be visible from the street and 
attract more use of the park. I’m also open to suggestions for other locations. 

Warm Regards, 
Jeff

Art and Innovation from the Creative Fires…
F i n e  a r t  a n d  f u n c t i o n a l  s c u l p t u r e  i n  c l a y ,  w o o d ,  b r o n z e ,  s t o n e ,  s t e e l  a n d  m o r e .

Art Proposal for City of Homer - HVFD Pocket Park
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Nor’Easter •  Engraved brass on Red Cedar. Approximately 80” high x 72” wide.
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Nor’Easter •  Engraved brass on Red Cedar. Approximately 80” high x 72” wide. Nor’Easter •  Engraved 





 KBay Running Club & City of Homer present

SHOULD I 
STAY

RUN THE BLUE LINE

           
SO YOU WILL KNOW

TSUNAMI BLUE LINE 

SHOULD I 
GO?

FUN RUN/WALK 

Free!  Register at Homer Elks Lodge at 9 am.  Wear Blue!
Pass all blue line stations and be entered for prize drawings.

More info:  City of Homer (907) 435-3101

March 30  10 AM
Start:  Homer Elks Lodge

OR

2.66 mile course follows Homer's tsunami safe zone





Tsunami Awareness Activities at the End of March – Plan to Participate!  

When the next tsunami evacuation siren sounds, do you know, should you stay or 
should you go? 

Special Projects Coordinator Jenny Carroll has been working with the Fire Department, 
community volunteer Wayne Aderhold and various community partners to help make 
citizens aware of Homer’s tsumani safe zone.   

They’ve planned a variety of Tsunami Awareness events for the last week of March, 
which coincides with Alaska’s Tsunami Awareness Week. Activities include Facebook 
posts throughout the week promoting new emergency information materials on the 
City’s website; KBBI’s Coffee Table call in show at 10 am, Wednesday March 27th , the 
Chris Story Radio Show at ??, Thursday, March 28th and a feature story in the Homer 
News. 

To culminate the week, on Saturday, March 3oth the City and Kachemak Bay Running 
Club will be co-sponsoring a The Tsunami Blue Line Fun Run/Walk event.   The 2.66-mile 
round trip course follows Homer’s tsunami safe zone, or 50’ blue line through Homer 
from the Homer Elks Lodge around Ben Walters and back.  Wells Fargo Bank is offering 
to host a refreshments table for the runners at their blue line crossing. 

Don’t be intimidated by the word run. The fun run/walk is free and open to all abilities.  
Registration begins at 9 am at the Homer Elks Lodge.  The run/walk event starts at 10 
am. 

In addition, from 10 am to 2 pm, volunteers will host Blue Line Stations at various places 
where the blue line crosses our roads.  These will be set up from 10 am to 2 pm to 
educate the public about Homer’s tsunami safe zone.  I believe we are working on some 
prize drawings to congratulate participants who check in at all the Blue Line Crossing 
stations. 

Thanks to many community organizations, businesses and individual volunteers for 
joining us in this awareness effort.  It is a fun way to highlight the Blue Line!  Plan to 
participate.  You might be surprised where it actually is!   

Want to help with this fun event?  Volunteers are greatly appreciated. 

--Let Jenny know if you can help advertise the event.  She can provide you with a poster 
or other information as needed. 

--Please let Jenny Carroll know if you would be willing to volunteer at one of the 
stations.  Commitment would be from 10 am – 2 pm. 

--Participate in the community fun run/walk.  The more people that participate the 
more we’ll bring attention to the blue line.  Remember to wear all blue! 



You can reach Jenny at jcarroll@ci.homer.ak.us or 435-3101. 

mailto:jcarroll@ci.homer.ak.us
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